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Fallout 76
It’s funny to think that a little over a month ago, the

possibility of a new Fallout game was almost zero.
Now not only do we have a brand-new entry into the
legendary franchise, we have an all new take on it as
well. The rumors that swirled around the inter-webs
turned out to be true and the series is indeed bringing
multi-player into the series for the very first time. A
co-op, survival experience meant to be played with a
bunch of friends, I am remaining on the fence until
more gameplay footage comes outdetailing how ex-
actly Bethesda is transforming the Fallout franchise
into a genre that is already very popular on Steam. I
can’t help but feel a little disappointed it’s not a proper
story driven spin-off like New Vegas as MP games like
these aren’t experiences I really seek out or enjoy but
I am willing to keep an open mind on it. Who knows?
It could turn out to be a lot of fun.

Doom Eternal
The sequel to DOOM (2016) is possibly the game I’m most excited about coming out of this E3. The first was a titanic
beast in digital form coming out of the fiery gates of hell itself destroying everything it sees and leaving no (unpumped)
survivors. Ok you can tell that just the very notion of taking control of the DOOM SLAYER again is getting me excited.
We only got a tiny glimpse at ‘Eternal’ but it looks like it’s Hell on Earth and will take inspiration from Doom 2 with the ad-
dition of new demons to slaughter and more tools to slaughter them with it. If it delivers another meaty, bombastic campaign
like the first one then everyone will be more than satisfied. Also for those wondering, Mick Gordon is returning for the
soundtrack so prepare your eardrums for another heavy dose of metal-infused carnage. 

Starfield 
Bethesda’s conference ended on two huge notes with the

announcement of ‘Starfield’ being the first. The studio’s first
original IP in 25+ years and the only information we were
given is that we shouldn’t worry -  this is going to be a tra-
ditional Bethesda RPG only this time set in space. Planet
travel? Sci-fi inspired character classes? A massive world
and story foundation? Right now, nobody has the answers
to those questions. But if the studio can roll up their selves
and prove that they still got what it takes to entice players
then they got another blockbuster on their hands.  

Ori and the Will of the Wisps
2014’s ‘Ori and the Blind Forest’ was a tremendous achievement. A grueling often hair-pulling
game that mixed challenge and beauty seamlessly. It was a great platformer as well, staying
true to the genre’s roots and paving the way for the high-quality ‘metroidvanias’ that came
out in the following years after its release. ‘Will of the Wisps’ is a direct continuation of the
story and Moon Studios is ready to pull on your heartstrings yet again. The trailer showed
off a handful of new mechanics and some gorgeous new locations that is sure to improve on
the first game. But it will be the story that fans like myself will be most interested in.  

Dying Light 2
Microsoft on the whole had one of their best E3 conferences in years. Ever since their dis-
astrous announcement of the X-Box One, they have been struggling to find their footing
again. Last year showed glimpses of the right attitude but it still had a few blemishes. 2018
on the other hand was a massive improvement and was pretty much on the money. One key
example of that was their presentation on the new ‘Dying Light’. Getting the narrative di-
rector on stage was genius as he straight-forwardly put across some of the most exciting
new mechanics being added mainly the ability to alter the world and story through player
choice. Nothing groundbreaking I know but it was explained in such a way you couldn’t help
but sit up and take notice. It was a great showcase and X-Box enthusiasts should be de-
lighted at the line-up they had on display.  


